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MANY

C VLTECH giaduates know. being a scientist

or an engineer is a n excellent wav to make a living.
Bv and large, engineering is one of the best paving
major professions in the country. and in addition has
a world-wide market. If vou were to travel abroad you
would probably never be in d country where ~ o o n e ror
later you would not encounter an American engineer.
It seems to me there is probably no more stimulating,
rewarding and exciting profession on earth.
Engineers m d scientists represent less than one half
of one pelcent of our iota1 population, vet they are
one of the primary source'- lor the piogress arid security
of our nation dt peace or at war. Look around you.
The dwelling YOU live in, the water vou drink, the
clothes' you wear, ihe car hat carries you, the streets
vou drive on. the lights you light, the hospital that
piece of equipment indispensable in
helps vou-ever\!
vour life and mine ib a product nt America- small and
talented family of engineers. Each is a truition of dn
engineer', dream, and \we have as vet onlv touched the
borders ot the needed engineering achievemen~s.
It is the engineers who enable us lo avoid the limitalioits of
+tandstill econornv. They are truly the new
aristocracy. arid as tar as personal opportunities go. let
me point out the amazinglv widespread climb of engineering-qualified students to the top AS general execufives in American enterprise.
The priceless ingredient of adequate management is
judgment. This rneanb knowledge, balance and the eoura"; lo make hard decisions. It means basing conclusions
on facts, but with the training, ability and vision lo
weigh these facts as realities, and to exercise judgment
on them on an overall basis. Thib ability does not come
as a result of a hunch, or on a personality basis, hut
rather fiom a broad and inclusive training.
On the iecord there is no better training than en-

gineering tor general advancement in business and industrv. This is indicated by the results of a recent
Columbia University 'urvev which states that " W percent oi industrial management is engineer-trained, replacing both the lawyer <md the banker in top industrial
posts.
More ~peciiicallv,there are 13 presidents of the sub4diarv companies' of U. S. Steel who started as engineers.
There are 20 presidents ol associated companies in the
great Bell Telephone System: of these 10 graduated as
t-ugineeis. Fourteen members on the Board of Directors
of the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey are engineers. At least 15 top executives of 4naconda Copper
and its major subsidiaries are graduate engineers. Over
half the vice presidents and W percent of the top
executives in the five divihions of Union Carbide htarted
up the ladder dsa engineers. Nearly half the top officials'
ol the General Electric Company started as engineers.
Within the General Motors Corporation the Chairman
ot the Board ol Directois. the Preqiderii, one ot the
loui executive vice presidents, yixteen of the vice pre5identh. and sixteen of the inembers ut the Board ot
Directors iire engineers.
Of the graduates tiom M.I.T.. 930 are listed in Who\
Who in Engineering. Of Caltech graduates, about one
in every four occupies an executive position of one sort
o r another.
If a -student goes to engineering college: he is I I times
more likely to be an officer in American industry than
if he goes to no college at all; he is W times more
likelv to be an officer than it he goes to some kind of
college other than engineering; and he is 12 limes more
likelv to be president n l company than a graduate ot
a liberal arts, business, law. or other non-engineering
college.
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HOM about the dollai income of engineers and scientist*? A surve! h? the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
covering ovei 31-000 proiessional scientific personnel
employed in 167 private organizations, gave the following results: A student graduating from an engineering
school with a bachelois degree can expect to make an
average of 83500 to $4000 a yeai. At the end of ten
vears thi-, will increase to rough]? $6000 a veai. If he
ha;- a doctoi? degree he can expect to begin work for
approximately $7500 oi 8000.
There are. then. ver? considerable rewards in engineering and science in America. l e i there exist8 toda) a
critical shortage oi engineering personnel.
At the present time there are about 400.000 engineers
in the 11. 5. There is an estimated present shortage oi
about 95.000: that is. there are 95,000 militan and
civilian iob-i ncnv vacant. The rock bottom estimate of
the number of new graduate engineers which will be required each veal foi the next four vears is 30.000. The
present shortage of 95.000. plus. the need pei veal foi
the next foul veal;-. indicates an accumulated demand in
1055 of nearh 215.000 nevÃ engineern.
Engineers-how's

the supply?

^\on lets look at the suppl? side. Hou man! engineers
will become available during these next foul vears?
Thi- k the numbet currently enrolled in oui engineering
schools who will graduate In 1955. for it takes foin
vears to make an engineei. In June. 1951. ahout 38,000
engineers graduated from engineering schools. According to present enrollment figure" there will be 26.000
in 1952: 17.000 in 1953; and 12.000 in 1954. An optimistic estimate of t h i ~numbel i* 70.000. leaving a shortage over the next foul veal.- of 145.000.
There seem:' to be general agreement in industrial
management that within five years there will be about
do percent fewei engineei- than our eronom? need" to
preserve 0111 standard oi lining and to make this nation
secure in wai.
It seem- obvious that. except l o r occasional recession+
the demand l o r scientist- and engineer will continue t o
risr at an increasing rate l o 1 an indefinite period of
time There are no cleat sign" of easing n i world
tension: there are no indications oi a decline in the
o p p o r t u n ~ t for
~ America to continue it- world leadership: and throughout the world. wherever one looks.
one can see inrreasing opportunities tot technological
advances. The ahiliti of man to consume in unlimited.
and vi1l not he denied: the age of science and technolog\ ha& just begun.
li seem* to me there are two maioi reawn' foi the
present and prospective shortage. One set of factortends to reduce the suppll of enginreis. the othei server
to increase the demand tor them.
Two quotes from two notable teacher- epitomize one
ol the major influences in reducing the supply. "The

major concern of thoughtful citizen- toda1 is the alarming ovei -emphasis on mechanics aside from technology ...
s a y one. And another: "What a laugh it ih when we
consider the root cause of oui current world crises stem;'
from the fact that our technical scientists in theii perfection of techniques foi destruction are so tar ahead
of oui social scientists whose principal 101) it is to teach
men hon to live togethe1 peaceable and constructively " *
Statement< like these have obvioush served to channel
adolescent high school graduates into the social science:'
and humanities rather than into the scientific and technical professions. The new hero is the manipulator oi
men rathe1 than the manipulatoi of machines. This
interest in people is a particularly desirable life goal
for the adolescent. for he is most concerned with people
and what the? think of him.

Overstocked on engineers?
Anothei important influence which has reduced the
supply of engineers was a report of the Department of
Laboi issued on March 8th- 1950. It predicted, in part.
that "so many engineering students will be graduating
in the next feu vears. 1950-54. that man? graduate" will
he unable to get engineering jobs.'.
The effec~of this report was immediate and profound.
1 oung tolks and theii parents seemed to drop the idea
of an engineering education like a hot potato: engineeling school< immediately suffered a drastic drop in enrollments. Percentage-wise. the drop was nearh three
times a' large a+ ihe drop in othei collegiate g r o u p .
The final trend that might he mentioned in thi" regard
is the drop in enrollment in high school physics classes.
I t i* a practically universal rule that an applicant cannot obtain admission to an engineering school unless
he has had physics in high school. J e t the enrollment
i n high school physics. in the Lo\ Angeles area. ha"
dropped from 19 percent in 1900 to 8.5 percent in 1939.
to 5.6 percent in 1950. The reasons for thi-i are two-told.
First oj all. the subject i< relatively difficult and most
high school student" p r e f e ~to elect easier ones. Secondl?.
high school stud1 coiinselorq-who are usualh not proiessionall\ trained, and thuh are no1 aware of many
to encourage
jot) opportunities and requirement--tend
studenti to look around. to stud\ in broad area* hefore
the? hegin lo specialize. As a result, the specialization
necessary toi engineer- in about the tenth 01 eleventh
grade fails to take place,

And the demand?
These are some of the factor? aflecting the suppl? of
engineers. What are the tautoi- aflecting the demand?
The most important are the military and defense demands. These services are taking trom 25 to 50 percent
of all engineering graduates. This can be easily undeistood when one recognizes the increase in complexit> of
militarn equipment: For example. it takes three times
a" manv engineers to make a jei plane a- it did to make
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a reciprocating engine plane. It took nearly 3.000.000
engineer man hours to put the thunder jet fighter into
the air.
4 n o t h e ~important factor i5 a population increase of
roughly a quarter of a million a month, or approximatch 2b2 million pei veai. T h i ~alone would demand
an important increase in the total numbei of engineers
if oui technical complexity were merely to stand still.
Finally, and equal11 important. i= the ever-increasing
consumption ol t e c h n i c a l e q u i p m e n t . material - and
knowledge which grows as man become" more familiar
with and accustomed to the conveniences and pleasures
afforded by the development of modern science and
en gineering.
Thiq crucial shortage of engineermg and scientific
personnel. then. has three significant aspects.

What the shortage means
First, it represents a tremendous threat to the security
of the free world. for this security is based upon out
technological development and the shortage places a
verj real limitation on out national defense effort and
the production oi defense equipment.
Secondly. as the shortage causes engineering personnel
to be spread thinner and thinnei. it seem< to me that we
may expect a considerable amount of second-rate engineering to he done on essential national products.
This would mean the production of second-rate good*
and equipment at a time when we need the best possible
qualit> and quantity.
Thirdly. thii shortage mean= a limitation in the quantity and quality of the engineering personnel working
in private industry 1 think 1 ma1 safe11 predict thai in
the future it will become increasingly difficult to get
graduate engineew and scientist= to staff our industrial
plants.

What can be done about it
What can he done about thi-i? Several things can
h e ~ the done on a national basis. 11 I buggestion~have
been made to the armed forces that they use- theit
drafted 01 enlisted engineer personnel more efficiently.
2 I Some kind of educational campaign T' needed which
will demonstrate the irrationality of the argument that
technolop i.-the cause of all the world's many ills.
I 3 Suggestion's have been made that engineering personnel who have been given jobs which do no1 involve
activities in the engineerinfield be relocated to function
in technical capacities. 14 I Hiphly -trained engineering
personnel can well he relieved oi much routine detail
a i d also work. which might be done by less highly
trained people. and finallj. I 5 ) there is hope that something can he done to reduce the shortage hv the national
Science Foundation. a nation-wide government-sponsored
training program tor engineer< and scientists. (Note,

however. that the budget tor t h i ~foundation wa-i recently
reduced 77 percent. providing an additional illustration
of the trend in this field which i= under discussion here.)

And what YOU can do
Nott I would like to suggest some specific procedures
which engineers themselves might instigate. The first
is that of spreading information. It is necessary that
some one provide some kind of continuing information
tor the use of high school counselors. This information
should concern job opportunities and job specifications
in engineering and science. It should contain a description oi what being an engineer involveb. what he does.
what kind of people he works with. how much money
he may make-the
emplovmeni possibilities. It should
also list the joh requirements-what
he will have to
learn to become an employable engineer,

1 would like to suggest that engineers and scientists
working in industry go out of their way to talk to
groups-either
parents or high schools groups-concerning engineering and science as an occupation, including
what it ha* meant personally to the engineer who is
doing the talking.
would suggest a coordinated campaign to make
available to high school students instructional tours of
plants. with considerable emphasis on the specific functions and activities of the scientist and the engineer
within the plant.
The second major activity is that of providing student
scholarships 1 0 enable the needy students to go to
technical school.

I would suggest that various industrial concerns provide scholarships for t h ~ s estudents: that they establish
contest< for the promotion of engineering and science
students. with scholarships as the reward; that they provide the possibility foi the most promising of theii
employees to go to ensinewing or technical school.
President DuBridge has suggested that the engineering
societies get together and raise, by mutual industrial
contribution. a scholarship fund to send to engineering
schools each year, one hundred boys who cannot go
without financial help. For $200.000 a year thej could
offer 100 four-yea1 scholarship': averaging $2000 each:
that is. $500 a year to 100 of the most promising applicants-and
his guess is that for each winner. about
three to five others would have their interest sufficiently
aroused h j the contest, so that they would find other
sources of funds, and go to college anyway.
Anv or all of these procedures may be carried out
bv individual companies. However. it seems to me the
ideal solution would entail the formation of a committee
or foundation from among all industrial and engineering
firms in an area. This group would have charge of the
planning and execution of the procedures designed to
relieve the shortage. The problem demands measure+
commensurate with the seriousness of the threat to the
American way of life.

